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ABSTRACT.  The purpose of this paper is to show a general method

which allows one to find all the continuous (and sometimes also all the locally

integrable) solutions of functional equations by considering solutions of class

Cm.  One can do it if one is assured that all the continuous (or all the locally

integrable) solutions of a given equation are functions of class Cm or C   .

Such a property is characteristic for the solutions f:Rn-*R of the equations

k

(.)        2 a,<x, r)/W>,(*. *)) = F(x, /O4M).ñ\M)) + b(.x. t),
<=l

where x e R", ( £ Rr, n > 1, r > 1 and where the functions </>,-: Rn+r-*

R", \j: R" -* Rn, a¡: Rn+r ■* R, b: Rn+r -* R, F: Rn+S ■+ R satisfy some reg-

ularity assumptions and the assumptions which guarantee that an equation

obtained by differentiating (*) and fixing f is of constant strength, hypoelliptic

at a point xq. A general theorem, concerning the regularity of the continuous

and locally integrable solutions / of (•), is formulated and proved by the reduc-

tion to the corresponding problem for the distributional solutions of linear par-

tial differential equations.

1. Introduction.  It often happens in functional equations that very weak

regularity assumptions allow one to prove that all the solutions which satisfy

these weak assumptions are functions of class C°°.

There exist numerous examples of functional equations, with unknown

functions depending on one variable, for which the continuity at single points

implies continuity, differentiability, or even analyticity, everywhere. Such equa-

tions will not be considered here.

Many results of this type are known also in the theory of partial differential

equations. For instance all solutions of an elliptic differential equation with ana-

lytical coefficients and analytical forcing term are analytic functions; all solutions

of an elliptic differential equation with C" coefficients and C°° forcing term are

functions of class C°°; all solutions of an elliptic differential equation of order

1 < m with coefficients and forcing term of class Cm are functions of class Cm.
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(Similar statements are true for a larger class of differential equations, namely,

for differential equations of constant strength hypoelliptic at a point.)  Hence it

follows immediately that if a functional equation implies, e.g., an elliptic differ-

ential equation of order m with C°° coefficients and C°° forcing term, then all its

solutions of class Cm are C°° functions.  This information can help to solve such

an equation in the class Cm since some resulting differential equations of higher

order may then be considered.

However, when investigating a functional equation, one is interested not

only in its solutions of class Cm, but also in its continuous or less regular solu-

tions.

It will be shown that if the equations considered are such as to imply linear

partial differential equations of order m, of constant strength, hypoelliptic at an

x0, with C°° coefficients and C°° forcing term, then not only solutions of class

Cm but also all continuous solutions are functions of class C°°. Therefore, to

solve such an equation in the class of continuous functions, one may reduce it to

differential equations and find differentiable solutions, being assured that no other

continuous solutions exist.

Theorems presented in this paper allow one to recognize functional equa-

tions for which this method can be applied.

The paper investigates equations of the form

(1.1)      Z ««(*> 'W*. 0) = F(x, /IM*)), - • • , /(*,(*))) + *(*, Û,

where x £ ß", t G Q, C Rr, n > 1, r > 1, 0¿: Rn x Í2—<-Rn, \.: Rn —*Rn,

at: R" xQ-+R,b:Rn x Í2-*R, F-. Rn+*-*R.

Proofs of the regularity of the integrable solutions of similar classes of func-

tional equations are well known when n = r = \ (see e.g. J. Aczel [1, pp. 183—

209] ). All these proofs apply classical analysis methods which fail if n > 1.

In this paper a distributional method (different than that one used by the

author in [19]) is used.

Other distributional methods were applied by I. Fenyö [6], [7], [8] to

solve some functional equations with unknown functions depending on one vari-

able, by A. M. Garsia [13] and by A. Friedman and W. Littman [12] in connec-

tion with mean value equations, by G. Choquet and J. Deny [4] to prove some

properties of harmonic functions and by J. A. Baker [3] in connection with a

functional equation being an analogue to the wave equation.

Equations (1.1) include the well-known mean value equations

0-2) 2>,A* + v) = /W  with ¿ ji, = 1
í=i i=i
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and, therefore, have a small overlap with the generalized mean value equations

(1.3) fAx + rt) dm = 0,

where /i is a finite complex Borel measure supported in the closed unit ball in

R". Different properties of equations (1.2) and (1.3) were studied, e.g., in [8]-

[14], [17], [28].  (For more references concerning (1.3) see [28].) It is not

the aim of this paper to generalize those results although, e.g., in the case

<¡>¡(x, t) = x + <j>¡(t) some such generalizations are possible (see B. Lawruk and

H. áwiatak [16] and H. Swiatak [25]).

The regularity of the continuous and locally integrable solutions/of (1.1)

is the only property which will be studied here. One should add, for the sake

of completeness, that a much stronger result concerning the regularity of the

function / satisfying (1.2) was obtained by M. A. McKiernan [17]. Also the

paper [21] dealing with a special case of (1.1), namely, 4>((x, t) — x + 4>¡(t) and

F(x, uv ... , us) = 0 proves some stronger results. (The papers concerning (1.3)

assume the continuity of/.)

2. Notation and definitions.

x,y, 1,77, 0ERn;t, aERr,

p = (Pi.pn),   where the p¡ are integers > 0,

q = (qv ... , qr),    where the q¡ are integers > 0,

\P\=PI+---+P„,    \q\=ql+--- + qr,

supp \j/ = {x: \p(x)¥=0},

V = {^: V- R" —> R, Ü e C° in R", supp \¡j is compact}.

We say that a sequence \¡/v —* 0 in V if there exists a compact set E C Rn

such that for every v, supp \ftv C E and Dptyv—*-Q uniformly for each p.

The operator T: \jj E Q —*■ (T, \p) E R is called a distribution if it is linear,

and continuous in the following sense:  If i/>„ —* 0 in V, (T, \¡/v) —»■ 0 in R.

The set of all distributions in Rn will be denoted by V'. (T, i/0 will be

denoted also by (T(x), ^(x))^.

Let £2 C Rr, and assume 6: R" x Í2 —»■ R. Then for each fixed t E Í2,

®t(x) = 6(x, t) defines a function 0f: R" —*■ R. In analogy to the above, if

®t E V and T E p', we may define

y(t) = (T, St) - (7t», 6(x, t))x.
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We will also need notation for functions from Rn x Í2 —*■ R":

*(x, t) = (qV*, t),. . . , $„(*, i)),

D?<ï>0c, 0 = (/>?$,(*, 0. - • •. £?*„(*. 0),

$: Ä" x Í2 —»-A",   $;: J?" x £2 -+R,

<¡>¡(x, i) = (0n(x, i),..., 4>¡n(x, i)),

ö?0,.(jc, t) = (D?0n(x t),..., 0}<t>in(x, t)),

0f: Rn x Í2 -»R",   0/;: i?" x Í2 —*/?,

where ;*=1,...,« and i= 1,... , k.

If p = (pj,. .. , pn) is an n-tuple of nonnegative integers and % = (fj,

... , £„) EÄ", we define ?" by ? = f^ • •. £«.

We say that $ £ Cm in Ä" x Í2, where Í2 is an open set contained in Rr,

if $,- £ Cm in /î" x Í2 for / = 1,. . . , n. We shall often write *(*, r) £ Cm

instead of $£Cm.

We write $(x, t) £ Cm in 73" for each fixed f £ Í2 if the functions $f : £"

—* /?", defined by $r: jc l—»■ $,(*) = $(x, f), are functions of class Cm in Rn

for all parameters t £ SI.

lfa:Rn x Í2 —>/? and if the functions at, defined asx h*at(x) = a(x, t),

are functions of class Cm in Rn for all parameters t £ Í2, we write fl(x, f) £ Cm

in i?" for every fixed t £ Í2.

A distribution T £ P' is said to be a function of class C°° if there exists a

function /£ C°° in R" such that

(F, \¡>) =   f   A*)<K*) d*   for each ̂  £ p.
JRn

The definitions of ellipticity and hypoellipticity as well as the definition of

a differential operator of constant strength can be found, e.g., in [15, pp. 177;

99, 100; 171,35, 10].

3. Basic theorems. This chapter contains some well-known theorems which

will be applied later. All of these can be found in [15], [18] and [27] but it is

convenient to list them and to refer to this chapter in the proofs.

Theorem 3.1. If TE V', then the equality

(DpT, \p) = (- l)lpl(r, Dpip)   for each ̂  £ P

defines the new distribution DPTE V'.

Theorem 3.2. IfTeV'.ae C°° in R", then the equality
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(aT, \¡j) = (T, a\¡j)  for each ty E V

defines the new distribution aT E V'.

Theorem 3.3.   If TE Q', and the mapping x l—» 4>(x) is a diffeomorphism,

then the equality

(I     9$-1 l\
ÏT>0. ^-^»Idet -jj¡— I )     for each * G P

defines the new distribution T ° 3> — 7X$) E P'.

Theorem 3.4. If TE P', 6(x, t) E Cm in R" x G, where G is an open set

in Rr, 0f G C°° in R" for every fixed t EG, and if there exists a compact set

ECR" such that supp 0, C E for each t E G, then y(t) = (T(x), 6(x, t))x is of

class Cm in G and

EPy(t) = (T{x),iy¡e(x,y))x   in G

for \q\ < m.

Theorem 3.5. For every TED' there exists a sequence of functions f„ E

C°° in R" such that

(fv, \¡0 -+ (T, \¡j)   when v-+<*>

for each \]/ E P.

Theorem 3.6.   If the differential operator

Kx,D)=  Z   ap(xW
\p\<m

is of constant strength in Rn, hypoelliptic at an xQ, and if ap E C°°, bEC°° in

R", then every distributional solution T of the equation

£   ap(x)D"T(x) = b(x)
IpKm

is a function of class C°° in R" (see Hörmander [15, p. 176]).

Theorem 3.7A   Every elliptic differential operator P(x, D) =

2|pi<map(x)öp is of constant strength (see Hörmander [15, p. 177]).

Theorem 3.73.   Every elliptic differential operator P(x, D) =

2|pKmflp(x)Dp « hypoelliptic for every fixed x0.

Theorem 3.7.C.  Every distributional solution T of the elliptic differential

equation ?,]p\<map(x)DpT(x) = b(x), where ap E C" and bEC°° in R", is a

function of class C°°.
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Theorem 3.8.  Every distributional solution T of the hypoelliptic differ-

ential equation

£   apD"T(x) = Kx),
\p\<m

where b £ C°° in R", is a function of class C°°.

4. Preliminary results. To prove some theorems on the regularity of the

continuous and locally integrable solutions / of equations (1.1) one needs the

following lemma:

Lemma 4.1. IfT&T?, a(x, t) £ C°" in Rn for every fixed t from an open

set S2 C Rr, a(x, t)ecm in R" x fi, x r-* $(*. t) is a diffeomorphism in Rn

for every fixed t £ Í2, $(x, t) and its inverse $~1(y, t) are functions of class

Cm in Rn x fi, then

(4.1)      DP(a(xf m*(x, t)), Mx))x = (P}{a{x, OT&Oc, t)))f $(x))x

for \q\ < m and for each 0 £ V-

In the special case, where a(x, t) = a(t) and <i>(x, t) = x + <ï>(f), the proof

presented below can be considerably shortened (see H. Swiatak [19, pp. 15, 16]).

However, the method of [19] cannot be so easily applied in more complicated

cases and seems to be useless if d>(x, t) =£ x + 4>(f).

Before we prove Lemma 4.1, we shall establish some other lemmas which

simplify the proof.

Lemma 4.2.   If fv £ C°° in Rn for each v, T £ V, x h-»- $(jc, t) is a diffeo-

morphism in R" for every fixed r £ Í2 C /?r, and if (/„, 0) —*■ (T, 0) when

v —* °° for each 0 £ V, then

(/„(*(*, 0). Hx))x — (T(Hx, 0), Hx))x   when v -* «

for each 0 £ V-

Proof.   Let

K(y, t) = Idet <&~l(y, t)/dyß\.

(This notation will be used also in the other lemmas of this chapter.)

It follows from Theorem 3.3 and from our assumptions that

(/„(<*(*, t)), 0(x))Ä = (fv(y), 0($-1(y, t))K(y, t))y

— (JXy), 0(4>-1(y, t))K(y, t))y = (T(*(x, r)), 0t»)x.

(It is easy to see that the functions tyt: y »—► *í(y) = 0(*~1O', t))K(y, t) are

elements of the space V.)
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Lemma 43. Iffv EC°° inRn for each v,TEV',xt-+ $(x, t) is a dif-

feomorphism in Rn for every fixed tESlCRr, and if (fv, ^) —♦ (T, i/0 when

v —► <» for each ̂  E P, then

(¿I:/„(*c*. o), *w)x — (^ nwx, o), m)   **«» v—«

/or eacA ̂  G P.

Proof.  In view of Theorems 3.3 and 3.1 and in view of our assumptions

(¿£fuWx. OX *(*))x = (¿:/„CO- iW*_1(r\ 0)*(y. *ri

= -to, ¿- (^(*-10'. a». 0))

-"-(Tfyl-^M*-^. M(y, t))\

when v —► °° for each i/< G p.

Lemma 4.4.   ///G C" /« R", a(x, f) G C" in Rn for every fixed t from

an open set SI C Rr, a(x, t) ECm in Rn x Í2, x l-> y = <J>(x, /) « a diffeomor-

phism in Rn for every fixed t E SI, 4>(x, r) G Cm in Rn x Í2, then

if {fix, tym*. t)), Hx))x = (Piiafa tWpQc. 0)). *(*))«

/or I<71 < «j and for each $ E P.

Proof.  Notice that 4(x, t) = a(x, t)f(<b(x, t))^(x) is a function of class

Cm in Rn x SI and therefore

#(«(*, 0/($(*. r)), W*))x = &$<x, t)f(*(x, t)Mx) dx,

JD<¡(a(x> ÙfWc. tW(x) dx = (Ift(a(x, ry(*(*, f))), j,Qc))x

for |c7| < m and for each \& G P.

Lemma 45.   // T G P', a(x, f) G C00 i« Ä" /or every fixed t from an open

set SI C Rr, a(x, t)ECl in Rn x SI, x <—»■ y = $(x, f) is a diffeomorphism in

R" for every fixed t E SI, $(jc, /) and its inverse 3>-1(y, f) are functions of class

Cl in R" x SI, then

DP(a(x, t)T(*(x, r)), *(*)), = (W*. f)W*. 0». *(*)),

/or |c7l = 1 and for each ty G P.
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Proof.  By Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.3 we obtain

nf>(a(x, t)T(Hx, t)), Hx))x = mW(x, t)), a(x, tMx))x
(4.2)

= I?(T(y),0(y,t))y,
where

(43) 6(y,t) = a($- l(y, t), /)0($"' (y, t))K(y, t).

We have to establish that one can apply the formula given in Theorem 3.4

for / £ Í2. To do this it is sufficient to show that the assumptions of Theorem

3.4 are satisfied for t from every bounded and open set G Cil.

It is easy to see that the function

0,: y ^ 0,00 = 6(y, t) = «(S»"1^, t), t)^-l{y, t))K(y, t)

is a function of class C°° in Rn for every fixed t £ SI and that 6(y, t)ECl in

R" x Í2. This holds also for any G C Í2. Let us fix an arbitrary open and

bounded set G C SI.

We are going to show that for each 0 £ V and for each compact set F such

that G C FC SI, there exists a compact set E C R" (E dependent on 0 and on

F) such that

(4.4) UFSupp0rC/J.

Notice that

supp 0f = supp ^t n supp Kt C supp *r

where

%:y h-* *,0) = \K$-10. 0).

Kt: y\-+ Kt(y) = a^iy, t), t)K(y, t).

Therefore, to prove (4.4), it is enough to show that the set Ufef supp Vt is

compact and take this set as E.

The compactness of the set \J^F supp ^f becomes obvious when one

observes that this set is the image of the compact set supp 0 x F under the con-

tinuous mapping 3». In fact,

U supp tyt = U $f(supp 0) = $(supp 0, F),
teF teF

where <£,(*) denotes q>(x, t) with a fixed t and

3>(supp 0, F) = {y: y = $(x, t), (x, t) £ supp 0 x F).

It is known that the image of a compact set under a continuous map is
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compact and this finishes the proof of the fact that the formula of Theorem 3.4

can be applied.

Applying this formula one obtains

(4.5) iy(T(y), 6(y, t))y = (TXy), 0}O(y, t))y,

where \q\ = 1 and 6(y, t) is given by (4.3).

In view of Theorem 3.5, there exists a sequence of functions fv £ C00 in Rn

such that (/„, 0) —*■ (T, 0) when v —■*■ «> for each 0 £ P. In particular, it is so

for the functions y-*-Dp(y, f).(!) Therefore

(4-6) (T(y), ¡ft9{y, t))y = lim (fv(y), D?0(y, t))y

and applying once again Theorem 3.4, one obtains

(4.7) lim (/„(y), Df}6(y, i))   = lim Df(fv(y), 0(y, t))y.

Taking into account (4.3) and applying Theorems 3.3 and 3.2 yields

(fM 8<y, t))y = (fM «(^(y, 0, t)H*-l(y, W(y, t)\

= (fv(*(x, t)), a(x, t)Mx))x = (a(x, t)fv(Wx, t)% 0(*))JC.

Now, (4.7) can be written as

(4.8) lim (f„(y), 0\Q{y, t))   = lim DP{a(x, t)fv®(x, t)), 0(x))x.

Applying Lemma 4.4 and taking into account the assumption \q\ = 1, one

obtains

Df{a{x, t)fv@(x, f)), Hx))x = {D«t{a{x, t)fv(*(x, t))\ 0(x))x

= {pia{x, tyvmx, 0) + a{x, t) ¿ Dfyix, t) ̂ -/„(*(*, /)), 0(*)^

= (D«a(x, tVv(*(x, t)), Hx))x

+ t («C*. m^{x, t) gf-/„(*(*, t)), Hx)) .

Í1) Our assumptions imply immediately that Dfd(y, t) e C°° in Rn for every fixed

t e il.  The support of the function (y. 0 *+ D^6(y, t) is contained in the support of the

function (y, f) F* 9(y, i) and therefore the support of the function y -* D%8(y, t) with a

fixed t is contained in the support of the function y l-> 8(y, t) with the same fixed t.  Since

this last support is compact, the first one has to be also compact.  (It is a closed subset of

a compact set in Rn and its compactness is obvious.)  However, we do not need to prove

that v H- Dj8(y, t) is an element of V for any fixed t G Í2 since such a proof is already con-

tained in the proof of Theorem 3.3.
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In view of Theorem 3.2, the last equality can be written as

If(a(x, t)fv(*(x, 0), Hx))x = (fv(Hx, t)),Ifta(x. M(x))x

+ t (iz.fvWx, t)),a(x, Í)D¡*fic, t)Hx))3

Substituting this into (4.8) and applying Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 yields

lim (fv(y),Ift6(y, t))   = (T($(x, t)),Ifta(x, t)Hx))x

+ % (¿7 n*(x, t)),a(x, /)D?*/x, tMx)) •

By Theorem 3.2 and by the definition of a distribution one obtains

Urn (fv(y),Ift9(y, t))   = (Ifta(x, t)T($(x, t)), ^(x))x

+ (a(x, t) £ D^j(x, t) ¿- T($(x, t)), 4,(x))x

= (lfta(x, t)T($(x, t)) + a(x, t) ¿ D^(x, t) ^- T(4>(x, t)), Hx)).

Since \q\ = 1, the last equality can be written as

lim (f„(y),D«te(y, t))y = (D"t(a(x, t)T($(x, /))), *(x))x,
V-+ae

and taking into account (4.6), (4.5) and (4.2), one obtains the equality

If(a(x, t)T($(x, t)), Hx))x - (Dqt(a(x, t)T(*(x, t))), Hx))x

which finishes the proof.

Proof of Lemma 4.1.   It follows from Lemma 4.5 that Lemma 4.1 is true

for m = 1.

Suppose that (4.1) holds also for m - 1 and let |<7*| = m - 1, \q**\ = 1.

Then, in particular,

(4.9) If'(Df*a(x, t)T(Hx, OX Hx))x = (Df(Dfa(x, t)T($(x, t))), Hx))x

and

If* (a(x, t)Ift*'^(x, t) ^- T(<t>(x, t)), m)x

= (pf ( a(x, tyDf**j(x, t) ̂  T(*(x, 0)), Hx)) x

for / = 1,. . . , n and for each \\i E P since, in view of our assumptions,
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Df}**a(x, t) £ C°° and a{x, i)D*"$fic, t) £ C°° in R" for every fixed te SIC

Rr and since Df*a(x, t) £ C"""1 and a(x, r)Z>? * *$,.(*, f) £ C"""1 in Ä" x Í2.

Any r-tuple q such that |</| = m can be written usq = q* + q**, where

k?*| = m - 1 and \q**\ = 1.

Therefore, applying Lemma 4.5 and taking into account (4.9), (4.10) and

the definition of a distribution, one obtains

&(a(x, 07X*(*. 0), *(*)), = D<W(fiOc, t)T($(x, t)), Hx))x

= Iß\Eftt*\a{x, i)T{S>(x, r))), 0(*))JC

+ «(*, f) ¿ Df'Qjix, t) ¿- 7X*(*. 0). *Qc))x

= D«*(Df*a(x, t)Tmx, t)), Hx))x

+ t&\<x, i)Df*fc, t) ¿- 7X*(x, 0). iK*))^

= CD?'(D?g"a{x, t)T{*(x, 0)), *(*)),

+ ¿(j>f («fe ooT*/*. o ¿: w*. 0)), *w)x

= (/>»* (i)f V*. WC*, 0)

+ «(*, f) t Df**j(x, t) ¿7 7K*(r, /))), *(*))

= (P<t'D¡'\a(x, t)T(.S>(x, f))), *(*)),

= (£?(«(*, í)7X*(x, f))), 0(x)),

for each 0 £ £>.

5. General regularity criterion. The purpose of this chapter is to prove a

general theorem concerning the regularity of the continuous and locally integrable

solutions/of equations (1.1).

Theorem 5.1.  Suppose that

Io a^x, t) £ C°° and b(x, t) £ C°° in Rn for every fixed t from an open

set SIC Rr, i= 1,... ,k,

2° a¡(x, t) £ Cm and b{x, f) £ Cm in R" x Í2, / = 1.Jfe,
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3 the mappings x t—»■ y = ^¡(x, t) are diffeomorphisms in R" for every

fixed tESl, i = 1, . . . , k,

4° 4>i(x, t) E Cm and its inverse *>f * (y, t)ECm inR" xSl,i= 1,... ,k,

5° F(x, uv ..., ut) is continuous in Rn+S,

6° \Ax) are continuous in R", j = 1.s,

7° there exists an a E SI such that <t>¡(x, a) = jc for i = 1,.. ., k,

8° there exists an r-tuple q (\q\ < m) such that the equation

(5.1) £?(|>/(*. OM-frO)) = 0
t=a

with the left-hand side obtained by formal differentiation of the left-hand side

of equation (1.1) and by setting next t = ocis of constant strength, hypoelliptic

at an x0.

Then every continuous solution f of equation (I.I) has to be a function of

class C°° and every locally integrable solution fhas to be a function of class C°°

almost everywhere.

Proof.  Notice first that every continuous function which is equal almost

everywhere to a function of class C°°, is also a function of class C°°. In fact,

two continuous functions can be equal almost everywhere only if they are iden-

tical.

Since all the continuous functions are locally integrable, it is sufficient to

prove that every locally integrable solution / of equation (1.1) has to be equal

to a function of class C°° almost everywhere.

It is known that every locally integrable function / can be identified with

the distribution / defined by the equality

(5.2) (f,t>)=   f   Ax)Hx)dx
V

for each \(i E P.

Similarly the function x (—»■ F(x, fÇkx(x)), . . . ,f(ks(x))) which is locally

integrable in view of 5°, 6°, and the assumption on the local integrability of the

function / can be identified with the distribution TF defined by

(5.3) (7>,<//)=  f    F(x,fi\l(x)),...,f(ks(x)))Hx)dx
V

for each \¡/ E P.

Analogously

(5.4) (b(x, t), Hx))x = /   b(x,t)Hx)dx
Rn

for each \p E P and
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(5.5) (ai(x,tWi(x,t)),Hx))x= f   a¡(x, ty^x, t))Hx) dx
V

for each $ E P (/ = 1,.... ft) define the distributions for any fixed t E SI.

Equation (1.1) implies

¿ f   ai(x,i)f(<t>i(x,t))Hx)dx

=  f   F(x,f(\1(x)),...,f(ks(x)))Hx)dx + f   b(x,t)Hx)dx

for each \¡/ E p.

In view of (5.3)—(5.5) this can be written as

(5.6) ¿ (a((x, m¿x, t)), Hx))x = (TF, *) + (b(x, 0, Hx))x
i=l

for each i)/£p.

It is easy to see that

7i(t, i/0 = (afr, t)A4>i(x, 0), Hx))x,      f « 1,.... ft,

and

7(f, </0 = (H*, 0, *(*))*

satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 4.1 and therefore the derivatives If y¿(t, \¡/)

(i = 1,. . . , k) and Dqy(t, \¡j), where \q\ < m, exist and are given by

Ifyfi, tf/) = (Ift(af(x, t)f(<t>i(x, 0)), Hx))x,     f - 1,.... ft,

and

Z*T(f, </0 = ÇD?*Cx. 0> *(*)),

for |c7| <m.

Since (rF, \p) does not depend on t, If(TF, \}/) = 0 and differentiating

(5.6) yields

(5.7) t (D?(«/(*. O/(0/(*. 0)), *(*)), = (D?*(*. 0, Hx))x

for each i// G P, and for |<7l < m.

Applying well-known formulas on partial differentiation we can write (5.7)

in the form

(5.8) ¿     £   (cpi(x,t)Dp)M(x,t)),Hx))x = (Dqb(x,t),Hx))x
1=1   IpKlql
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for each 0 £ V and for \q\ < m. Here

b=4>j(x,t)

and the coefficients cpi(x, t) depend on D^a¡(x, t) and D^tyfe, t), where / = 1,

... ,n, \q\< \q\ < m. The existence of Z>faf(jc, t) and E^fyfx, t) (i = 1, . . .,

k,f — 1,..., if) as well as the existence of Dfb(x, t) is ensured by 2° and 4°.

Assumptions Io and 3° guarantee that these functions are functions of class C°°

in R" for every fixed t £ SI. Therefore the coefficients cp/(jc, t) are functions of

class C°° in Rn for every fixed t £ SI.

Putting t = a in (5.8), and taking into account assumption 7°, one obtains

(5.9) £   (cpixWfix), Hx))x = (b(x, a), 0(x)),
ipKkrl

for each 0 £ I? and for |<jr| < m, with

^ it
êpM = £ cp/(*. a).

i=i

Equation (5.9) can be written shortly as

(5.10) £   CpixWAx) = i(*. «)      (W<m).
IpKI^I

Equation (5.10) is a distributional differential equation with a C°° forcing term

and with C°° coefficients. It follows from our proof that equation (5.10) has

the same form as the equation which can be obtained by formal differentiation

of equation (1.1) and evaluation for t = a. Equation (5.10) is of constant

strength, hypoelliptic at an x0 if and only if the equation

(5.11) £   c (jOD"/(x) = 0      (\q\<m)
IpKkM

has the same properties.

Since equation (5.11) and equation (5.1) coincide, assumption 8° guarantees

that there exists an r-tuple q (\q\ < m) such that (5.11), and consequently also

(5.10), is of constant strength, hypoelliptic at an x0. Therefore, applying Theo-

rem 3.6, one concludes that every distribution / satisfying equation (5.10) is a

function of class C°°, i.e., that there exists a function /£ C°° such that

(f. </0 = f    Kx)Hx) dx   for each 0 £ p.
V

Hence it follows that every locally integrable function / which is identified with

the distribution / by equality (5.2) has to be equal almost everywhere to a func-

tion of class C°°.
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This finishes the proof.

6. Simple regularity criteria. The regularity criteria given by the author in

[22] concern the linear functional equations of the form

m

(6.1) £ a¡(x, t)f{x + 0/0) = fix).
«=i

Applying Theorem 5.1 one can obtain analogous simple regularity criteria for the

continuous and locally integrable solutions / of nonlinear functional equations

(6.2) £ aÁx> M* + U0) = Hx, /(X, to), . . . , /(X,0c))) + b(x, t).
f=i

The proofs can be done by showing that the assumptions concerning the functions

af and <p¡ guarantee that condition 8° of Theorem 5.1 is satisfied. Since condition

8° does not depend on F and on b it is sufficient to quote [22] which investi-

gated this condition in connection with linear functional equations (6.1). This

way one obtains almost immediately the following theorems:

Theorem 6.1.  Suppose that

Io a¡(x, t) £ C°° and b(x, t) £ C°° in R" for every fixed t from an open

interval A C R, i = 1, . . . , k,

2o a^x, t) £ C2 and b(x, t) £ C2 in Rn x A, / = 1,. .. , k,

3° F{x, uv . . . , us) is continuous in Rn+S,

4°  X;.(jc) = (X/i(*)> • • • > A/n(jc)) are continuous in Rn,j = 1, . . . , s,

5°  0,(0 = (0„(i), • • • > *fi,(0) S C2 in A, i = 1,. . . , *,
6°  there exists an a £ A such that 0,(a) = 0 and a¡(x, a)> 0 for i = 1,

.. . ,kandforallxeRn.

If the vectors $ = 0!(a) = (^(a),. . . , 0-„(a)) (i = 1.k) span the

space R", then every continuous solution f: R" —*■ R of equation (6.2) is a func-

tion of class C°° and every locally integrable solution f of this equation is equal

almost everywhere to a function of class C°°.

Theorem 6.2. Suppose that

1° b{x, t) e C°° in Rn for every fixed t from an open interval ACR,

2° b{x, t) e C4 in Rn x A,

3° F(x, ui.us) is continuous in R"+s,

4° \j(x) = (X;1(x), .. . , Xfn(x)) are continuous in Rn,j = 1,. . . , s,

5° 0,(0 = (#n(f), • • • . <Pin(t)) G C4 in A,i=l,...,k,
6° there exists an a £ A such that 0¿(a) = 0 for i = 1, . . . , k,

7° the vectors $'¡ = 0/'(a) and 0(" = 0"(a) (i = 1.k) span the space

8°  2* lJUf(0; • !)($;' • Ö s 0 for all ÇER".

R",
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Then every continuous solution f: Rn —+R of the equation

(6.3) Z Ptfo + 0,(0) = Hx, /CX,(x)),.. . ,/(X,(x))) + b(x, t),
í=i

where n¡ > 0 for i - I,... ,k, is a function of class C°° and every locally inte-

grable solution fof this equation is equal almost everywhere to a function of

class C°°.

To prove Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 it is enough to notice that their assumptions

imply that the assumptions Io—7° of Theorem 5.1 are satisfied and that the

assumptions concerning a¡ (or pt) and <j>¡ are the same as in Theorem 3 (or in

Theorem 7) of [22].

In fact, it was shown in [22] (see p. 172) that, under the assumptions of

Theorem 6.1, the equation

£(í°¿x,Mx + m))\t=a = o

is elliptic. In view of Theorems 3.7.A and 3.7.B, condition 8° of Theorem 5.1 is

satisfied.

The paper [22, pp. 175—186], shows that if the vectors (¡>'¡ (i = 1,..., ft)

do not span Rn but <p'¡ and <f>" (i = 1.ft) do, and if assumptions 5°, 6° and

8° of Theorem 6.2 are satisfied, then the equation

&(Í M*+ *<<>>) U-o.
obtained by formal differentiation of (6.3), is hypoelliptic. Since every linear

partial differential equation with constant coefficients is of constant strength,

assumption 8° of Theorem 5.1 is satisfied.

Applying Theorem 5.1 as a regularity criterion, one has to verify whether

condition 8° holds in the case considered. This often requires very long calcula-

tions. Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 allow one to obtain the same results almost with-

out calculations. This way of finding continuous solutions can be entirely reduced

to finding differentiable solutions which is considerably easier to do.

Example 6.1.  The equation

ftp -t,w) + f(v + t, w) +f(v,w-t) + f(v, w + t)

(6.4) = 4/(u, w) + 2 \f(v, w)] 2 + V(v + w,v- w)]2

- [/l"> v)]2 - Ww, w)]2,

where t, v, w ER, satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 6.1 with
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0X : t -* (-t, 0),   02: t —> (t, 0),   03: / -* (0, -f),

04: í -* (0, t),   a = 0,

F: (v, w, uv u2, u3, t/4) —* 4«, + 2u\ + u\-u\- u\,

\ : (v, w) —► (u, w),   X2 : (v, w)-*(v + w,v- w),   X3 : (v, w) -* (v, v),

V ("> w> "-* (w' w^'   6: ^ü' w' *) ~* °'

Therefore all the continuous solutions/of (6.4) are functions of class C°° and all

the locally integrable solutions / of (6.4) are equal almost everywhere to C°°

functions.

Differentiating (6.4) with respect to t and setting next t = 0, one obtains

(6-5) /„„(», w) + fww(v, w) = 0

and

(6.6) fwwfa w) + fwwww(P> w) = 0.

Simple calculations show that the functions satisfying simultaneously (6.5) and

(6.6) have the form

ftp, w) = a(u2 - 3w2)u + ßlw2 - 3v2)w + y(v2 - w2)ow

(6.7) ~ ,       ,
+ o(ü2 - w2) + (xuw + ßv + yw + S,

where a, ß,%8, a, ß, y, S are arbitrary constants.

Setting u = w = f = 0in (6.4) once obtains f(0, 0) = 0. Now, setting

w = t = 0 in (6.4) one concludes that ftp, 0) = 0. Therefore the substitution

w = 0 yields ftp, -t) + ftp, t) = 0. Setting v = t = 0 in (6.4) one obtains

ftw, -w)2 + 2f(0, w)2 -ftw, w)2 = 0.

The last two equalities imply f(0, w) = 0.

The conditions ftp, 0) = 0 and ftO, w) = 0, together with (6.7), imply that

the continuous solutions of (6.4) have the form

(6.8) ftp, w) = y(v2 - w2)uw + avw,

where y and a are constants.

Setting r = 0 in (6.4) and substituting (6.8) into the resulting equation

one concludes that 7 = 0. It is easy to see that

(6.9) ftp, w) = avw,

where a is an arbitrary constant, satisfies (6.4). Our considerations, based on
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Theorem 6.1, have shown that the functions/defined by (6.9) are the only con-

tinuous solutions of (6.4).

Theorem 6.3. Suppose that

1° 0/(0 = (0/i(r). • • •. 0/„(O) ec2 inan open interval ACR,i= 1,

...   , K,

2° there exists anae A such that 0f(a) = 0 and 0,'(a) =£ 0 for i = 1,

...,k.

If the equation

k

(6.10) LHiAx + 4>i(t)) = f(x),
/=i

where 2fc_ ity = 1 and n¡ > 0 for i= 1.fc, is satisfied by all the polynomials

n

(6.11) p:x-+      £     PpXfXp
f,i=Ui*l

every continuous solution f.Rn—*R of (6.10) is a function of class C°° and

every locally integrable solution fis equal to a C°° solution almost everywhere.

Proof.  Substituting (6.11) into (6.10) one concludes that

ft

(6.12) £ Hfltfftoiff) = 0
«=i

fot j = I,. . . , k, I = I,. . . , k, j ± I.

Differentiating (6.12) twice with respect to t and setting next t = a, one

obtains

*

(6.13) Ç M'lWd«) = 0

for/= 1,. .. ,k, 1= 1,. . .,£,/#/.

Simple calculations show that the equation

(6.14) ^-(£M^ + 0/(O))|f=a = O,

obtained by formal differentiation of (6.10), can be written as

£  £ i^HfaYx«.**) + £ £ ^'liWxM - o,
/,,= !  ,= 1 I  ' /=1 1=1 '

i.e., in view of (6.13),

(6.15)        £ £ m,{0L)]2f   (x) + £ £ ¡i^y (¡x)
i=i «=1 ' ' /=1 /=! '

= 0.
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Since Ht > 0 and 0-(a) ̂  (0,.... 0) for /= 1, ...,*, (6.15) is an elliptic dif-

ferential equation with constant coefficients. This means that (6.14) satisfies

assumption 8° of Theorem 5.1.  All the other assumptions of Theorem 5.1 are

obviously satisfied, and therefore every continuous solution /of equation (6.10)

is a function of class C°° and every locally integrable solution / of this equation

is equal almost everywhere to a function of class C°°. Now, the fact that every

locally integrable solution/of (6.10) is equal almost everywhere to a C°° solution

of this equation follows from Lemma 2 of [21 ].

In analogy to Theorem 6.1 one can prove the following, more general, but

also easily applicable, theorem.

Theorem 6.4. Suppose that

Io a¡(x, t) E C°° and b(x, t) E C°° in Rn for every fixed t from an open

interval A C R, i = 1,. . . , k,

2° at{x, f) E Cm and b(x, t)ECm in Rn x A, / = 1,.. . ,k,

3°  the mappings x i-+y = 4>¡(x, t) are diffeomorphisms in R" for every

fixed f G A, /= 1,. .. , ft,

4° 0f(x, i) G Cm and its inverse 0f1O, i)ECm in Rn x A, í = 1,. . ., k,

5° F(x, uv .. ., us)is continuous in Rn+S,

6° \j(x) are continuous in Rn, j = I,. . . , s,

7°  there exists an a G A such that <¡>¡(x, a) = x and a¡(x, a) > 0 for all

xERn,i= l,...,k.

If, for every fixed x E R", the vectors

Ux) = If <t>i(x, t)[=a = (£-0n(*, r).¿ <¡>in(x, /)) |f=a

= (Xn(*X- • • » Xi„(x))     (/ = 1,..., ft)

span the space R", every continuous solution /: R" —*R of the equation

(6.16)      X a¡(x, t)f(<¡>¡(x, 0) = Hx, /(A,(*)X • • • , ffrs(x))) + b(x, 0,
/=i

where n> 1, r = I, is a function of class C°° and every locally integrable solution

f of this equation is equal almost everywhere to a C°° function.

Proof.  Notice that assumptions l°-6° of this theorem coincide with

assumptions l°-6° of Theorem 5.1 and that assumption 7° includes assumption

7° of Theorem 5.1. Thus it also remains to prove that assumption 8° of Theorem

5.1 is satisfied.

The principal part of the equation

i6-17) p-(¿ «A 0M-(*. 0))|f=a = o
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can be written as

* n   a

£ "¡(x, a) £ Xij(x)xu(x)fx   (x).
i=l /,!=! ' '

The corresponding quadratic form

^2«) - £ «X*.<*) £ XijMUxKfr = £ «¡(x, «it %(*% I > o
i=l /,/=! i=l L/=l J

since, in view of 7°, a¡(x, a) > 0 for x £ Ä", i = 1,.. . , k.

To prove that P2(£) > 0 for all £ ¥= 0 notice that P2(|) = 0 if and only if

(6.18) £%/(*)£/= 0      for/-1,..., it.
i=i

If equalities (6.18) hold for a % =£ 0, % is orthogonal to all x¡(x) (/ = 1,

..., &). However, this contradicts the assumption that the vectors x¡(x) (i= 1,

...,k) span /?". Therefore P2(Ç) > 0 for all | =É 0, i.e. (6.17) is an elliptic

differential equation.

By Theorems 3.7.A and 3.7.B, condition 8° of Theorem 5.1 is satisfied.

7. Final remarks.

Remark 7.1. Theorems 3.4 and 3.7.C allow one to obtain a proof of

Theorem 6.1 without using Theorem 5.1. Similarly, Theorems 3.4 and 3.8 allow

one to prove Theorem 6.2 without using Theorem 5.1. However, these methods

(see H. áwiatak [19]) are not applicable in the case 0J(x, t) =£ x + 0,(r).

Remark 7.2. Theorem 5.1 is a general, but sometimes difficult to apply,

regularity criterion. However, it allows one to approach the problem of finding

simple regularity criteria in the case 0f(jc, t)=£x + <¡>¡(t). Theorem 6.4 exempli-

fies such a situation.

Remark 73. Theorem 6.4 could be formulated also for r > 1.

Remark 7.4.  A theorem like 5.1 was announced by the author in [20]

and, together with additional results, in [23]. The paper [23] (see also [24] )

announces, without a detailed proof, Theorem 5.1 and some more general regu-

larity criteria which follow from this theorem. (Adding not very restrictive

assumptions one can prove that all the locally integrable solutions/of (1.1) are

equal almost everywhere to C°° solutions of this equation. The fact that every

locally integrable solution/of (1.1) is a C°° function was proved by the author

under a rather strong assumption r > n. The results of [17], concerning mean

value equations, show that such an assumption is not necessary.)

Remark 7.5. Lemma 4.1 can be used to prove an analogue of Theorem 5.1

for functional differential equations. The results of this type were presented by

the author during the 9th International Symposium on Functional Equations,

Roma-Procchio, Italy, September 1971 (see [26]).
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